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ABSTRACT:   
This paper considers an efficient solution for modeling complex discrete cell-hierarchical systems using 
iterative chains and networks based on cellular interpretation. Complex discrete cell-hierarchical systems are 
characterized by a multistage process of converting raw materials and initial materials into final products. We 
model hierarchical ordered sequence of automata describing the system as a set of interrelated objects 
(processing stages, aggregates, operations).  When synthesizing sufficiently complex automata corresponding to 
individual stages of processing, they are divided into individual cells (Elementary automata) forming internal 
iterative chains. The iterative network is a composition of heterogeneous cells with memory (automata) of 
varying degree of complexity that have a serial connection, in which the internal outputs of the previous cells 
(automata) are the internal inputs of the next ones. The signals in such a network depend not only on the cell 
number, but also on the time.The iterative network allows you to track information about production and the 
cost of production in dynamics. Using cells with the memory of an iterative network, we can describe complex 
discrete cell-hierarchical systems of a multilevel structure that include a composition of complex automata 
(cells). 
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INTRODUCTION
Complex discrete cell-hierarchical systems are 
characterized by a multistage process of 
converting raw materials and initial materials 
into final products [1-8].The main task of 
structural cell-hierarchical modeling of such 
systems is the construction of structural 
schemes of automata based on their 
compositions.We use iterative chains and 
networks based on cellular interpretation for 
the cell-hierarchical synthesis of complex 
multistage discrete systems. Hierarchical 

ordered sequence of automata describing the 
system as a set of interrelated objects 
(processing stages, aggregates, operations) 
ismodeled.When synthesizing sufficiently 
complex automata corresponding to individual 
stages of processing, they are divided into 
individual cells (Elementary automata) forming 
internal iterative chains. Discrete cell-
hierarchical system is a system of a multilevel 
structure that is a composition of complex 
automata (cells) that are divided into individual 
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cells (Elementary automata) formingthe 
internal iterative chains. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The iterative network is a composition of 
heterogeneous cells with memory (automata) of 

varying degree of complexity that have a serial 
connection, in which the internal outputs of the 
previous cells (automata) are the internal inputs 
of the next ones. The signals in such network 
depend not only on cell number, but also on 
time(Fig.1): 
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Figure 1.One-dimensional bidirectional iterative network 
The signals in such network depend not only on 
the cell number s, but also on the time t. 
We denote the state of the cell s at time tby (t, 
s). Besides to the external inputu(t, s) and 
outputy(t, s), it has the internal inputx(t, s-1)and 
output x(t, s). For each state, we need to enter 
additional indexes: 
i - The aggregate number (i=1,…,n), j - the 
element of the assortment number of (j=1,…, 
m),t - Calendar period of time. 
The cell’s number sis determined by the index 
corresponding to the aggregate’s number of the 
technological chain. 
Thus, each s{i} cell of the iterative 
network,being used for describing production 
will have the internal inputs x(t, s{i-1})and 
outputx(t, s{i})besides the states (t, s{i}).  
In general, a one-dimensional unidirectional 
network has several internal and external 
inputs, states, external and internal outputs. 
The vector composed of scalar external inputs: 

 
Where m- number of external cell’s inputs s+1; 

 
Where n -number of internal cell’s inputs s+1; 

 
Where l -number of internal cell’s states s; 

 

Where k - number of external cell’s outputs s. 
The alphabets of inputs, states, and outputs can 
have various sizes. 

 - The components of the alphabets of the 
external inputs; 

- Size ofthe alphabet i- of the 
external input; 

 - The number of inputs; 
- The components of the alphabets of the 

internal inputs and outputs; 
- The size of the alphabet 

rinternal input or output; 
 –The numbers of internal inputs or 

outputs; 
 - The components of the alphabets states; 

 -The size of the alphabet 
pstate; 

- Numbers of states; 
 - Components of the alphabets of external 

outputs; 
 -The size of the alphabet of the 

qexternal input; 
- Numbersof the external outputs. 

In this case, the alphabets are direct products of 
simpler alphabets.

Thus: 
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-Combinations of the alphabets of the external inputs u[t,s] of the cells; 

 
 - Combinations of the alphabets of the internal inputs  of the cell s; 

 
- Combinations of the alphabets  of the cell s; 

 
-Combinations of the alphabets of the external inputs y[t,s] of the cell s. 

 

The work of the one-dimensional unidirectional 
network includes the following.At each point of 
discrete timet=0,1,2…, each cellsof the 
network is in a certain state and it is able 
to perceive a signal to the external input 
channel,and a signal t,s-1] to the internal 
input channel. The cells react these signals by 
transition to [t+1] tact to a new state [t+1, s] 
and by the results of some external output 
signal [t+1, s] and internal output signal [t+1, 
s], that is the internal input for the cell s+1. 

 
RESULTSAND ANALYSIS 
Complex industrial systems have a discrete 
structure on time, space and alphabets.They 

have a complex nonlinear structure of 
connections on inputs, states, and outputs, 
whose alphabets are finite.Functional blocks 
are formed at all the processing stages that are 
described by automata. When synthesizing 
sufficiently complex automata they are divided 
into individual cells (Elementary automata) 
forming internal iterative chains or networks. 
Thus, in general case, the production process 
can be represented as a composition of 
automata.In the obtained system, the processing 
stages are identified with individual 
automata.The cells of the iterative network can 
include internal iterative chains(Fig.2): 
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Figure 2.The iterative network of discrete cell-hierarchical systems 
As a result, using internal states and internal inputs and outputs, we can describe the main variables: 
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(i,j,t) – Volume (weight) j of the product 

produced in the period of time ttoi aggregate 
and given to (i+1) in the period of time t, or toi 
warehouse. 

(i,j,t) – The production order j of product on i 
aggregate in the period of time t. 
ξ(i,j,t) – The volume (weight) of the output 
transferred to the i warehouse of the produced 
products on the i aggregate during the period of 
time t. 
x(i,j,t,k) – The technological factors j of 
products produced on i aggregate during the 
period of time t. k - is the factor`s number. 
z(i,j,t) – The expenditure (costs) of resources 
for the production j of the type of product on i 
aggregate during a period of time t. 
y(i,j,t) –The forecast of the resource costs for 
the production j of the product type on the i 
aggregate during a period of time t. 
 
Design formulas: 
The volume (weight) j of the product produced 
during the period of time t on thei aggregate. 

; 
The production order j of the product on the 
iaggregate during the period of timet. 
 

; 
The volume (weight) of the output transferred 
to the ξ warehouse of the produced products on 
the iaggregate during the period of timet. 

. 
 

CONCLUSION  
The iterative network allows you to track 
information about production and the cost of 
production in dynamics. Taking into account 
the processing of the semi-finished product on 
each aggregate, the volume of the ready semi-
finished product and the unfinished production 
after each aggregate (the beginning and the end 
of the month) for a long period, broken into 
individual time intervals.Using cells with the 

memory of an iterative network, we can 
describe complex discrete cell-hierarchical 
systems of multilevel structures that include a 
composition of complex automata (cells). 
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